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OPTIMUM OPERATING CYCLE FOR SYSTEMS WITH DEACTIVATING

CATALYST AND THE REACTION OF SOLID PARTICLES

PART I

OPTIMUM OPERATING CYCLE FOR SYSTEMS

WITH DEACTIVATING CATALYST

CHAPTER 1

INTRO DUCT ION

General Scope

When reacting fluid flows through a batch of slowly

deactivating catalyst the activity of catalyst drops off

progressively to a point at which, because of economic

profitability considerations, the run is terminated, the

catalyst is regenerated or replaced, and the cycle is

repeated, see Figure 1.1.

There are two important and real questions concerning

the cyclic operation: (1) how to best operate the reactor

during a run (the operational problem) and, (2) when to

stop a run and regenerate or replace the catalyst (the

regeneration problem). These problems, although closely

connected, can always be treated separately by means of

some relay variable (or variables) which sufficiently

characterizes both phases of the entire production cycle

(the overall problem).

In the past the operational problem has been studied

by Szepe (1.9) and others (1.1,1.2,1.8). Since temperature
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Fig. 1.1. Sketch of the activity of a deactivating
catalyst through a production cycle.
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is the most important variable affecting reaction and

deactivation of catalyst these authors have primarily been

concerned with finding the best temperature progression

during the operational phase.

The regeneration phase of the cycle is strongly

dependent on the temperature progression during the

operational phase. However this has not yet received due

attention. Nevertheless the essential dependency has

recently been demonstrated in a numerical example by

Miertschin and Jackson (1.7).

In the overall problem where both problems should be

solved, selection of the relay variable (or variables) as

the means for separation, for recombination and for

computation of the two problems is of major importance.

Szepe (1.9) suggested a three-variable formulation

consisting of initial catalyst activity (the activity of

regenerated or replaced catalyst atthe start of the

operational phase), final activity (that at the end of the

operational phase) and time for the operational phase as

the relay variables. He further suggested that the overall

problem be solved in two steps as follows: (1) solving for

the operational problem with initial catalyst activity,

final catalyst activity and time for the operational phase

as parameters; and then (2) solving the regeneration

problem to find the optimum set of those parameters, with

the corresponding previously obtained optimal operation



policy. The recent study by Miertschin and Jackson (1.7)

showed that the number of independent relay variables are

in fact two, with initial catalyst activity and time for

the operational phase being the convenient choice for

their numerical computation.

The present study concerns both aspects of the overall

problem. In Chapter 2 a general one-variable formulation

for catalyst deactivation and other types of cyclic

operation is developed. Since only one relay variable is

involved the search for the optimum production cycle

proceeds directly without the excessive computation

inherent in the multivariabJ.e formulations.

In Chapter 3 this formulation is applied to find the

optimum policy for three basic fluid-solids contacting

patterns, mixed flow fluid-mixed batch solids, plug flow

fluid-mixed batch solids and plug flow fluid-fixed batch

solids, and for reasonable reaction rate and deactivation

rate forms.

Deactivation Kinetics

Broadly speaking, success of any optimization technique

strongly depends on the form of the mathematical

expressions that describe any particular system considered;

thus the kinetic rate equation for describing the

deactivation of catalyst is of major importance in this

study.



Szepe (1.9, 1.10) proposed a general formulation

distinguishing between present catalyst conditions and

past history. The activity of catalyst at any time is

defined in terms of the rate of disappearance of any

reactant A as follows:

a rate at which the catalyst converts reactant A
rate of reaction of A with fresh catalyst

The activity starts at unity for fresh catalyst and drops

smoothly with time to zero.

In terms of n-th order kinetics and Arrhenius

temperature dependency, the rate of reaction of A is then

expressed as, see reference (1.5),

n-lk('a =k0 CAc

and the deactivation rate, which in general is dependent

on the concentration of species i in the reacting fluid,

as

- =
('.3)

(1.2)

in which d is called the order of deactivation, m the order



-
=

Side-by-side deactivation: AR; PP4,

I -/Rr

(I.Lc)

Independent deactivation: concentration independent

(I Ld)

6

of concentration dependency, and Ed the activation energy

of deactivation.

Levenspiel (1.5) has summarized previous findings on

deactivation mechanisms and has put these in four distinct

categories with regard to the concentration dependency of

the deactivation. Thus if P is the material which deposits

on and deactivates the catalytic surface we have the

following mechanisms and the corresponding deactivation

rate equations:

Parallel deactivation: AR;

- __- (I . 4a)

Series deactivation: AR; R--P.
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The separable m,d-th order deactivation rate equation

has many desirable properties (1.6). Firstly, it

generalizes many equation forms which have been proposed

to represent deactivation encountered in practice (1.9,

1.10). Secondly, it is in accord with the microscopic

nature of the mechanism of deactivation (i.Li). Thirdly,

its parameters can be found directly by experiment (1.6).

In light of these phenomenological and practical

evidences for its suitability to represent the behavior of

deactivating catalyst, and because of its mathematical

neatness, as will become clear later in Chapter II, we

will use this deactivation rate equation throughout this

study.

Economic Objective

The basic structure of the economic objective for the

cyclic operation, although differing from process to

process in detail, may be well represented (I.?) as

maximizing the profit whic.h, in the absence of intercyclic

dependency, can be taken for any unit cycle, as

Profit net income per production cycle
time for production cycle

(net income during\ (regeneration
operational phase / \ cost-

time for / time for
(

operational (regeneration
phase / phase

(1.5)



Let us explain various terms appearing in the above

express ions

Operation time, top : This represents time for the

operational phase of the production cycle.

Net income rate, : This term represents the net

operational income rate at any instant of time during the

operational phase. Thus

f total operational-
income rate

- ) (productva1ue of-
rate A product

all

pr uc+s

(total operational
cost rate

1reactant cost rate\
I operation cost rate,
maintenance cost
rate, separation

\cost rate, etc.

a

(1.6)

/
('.7)

in which the total operational cost rate is in general

dependent on the feed rate, the temperature of the reactor,

the conversion, the activity of the catalyst in the

reactor,etc.

Regeneration costCR(a.,af) : In general this consists of

two independent and additive costs: (1) the fixed

regeneration cost which is always present for each shutdown

or equivalently in mathematical terms

(top

P
i0 -

top +tg(QQ)



regardless of initial and final activities of catalyst, a1

and af and (2) the varying regeneration cost which is

determined by the extent of regeneration. Thus

CR(O,Qf) =CRV(a,;,a) + Cf (1.8)

in which subscripts f and v stand for the fixed and

varying costs respectively. Furthermore, since the extent

of regeneration proceeds from activity to activity (1.5),

it is assumed in this study that the varying regeneration

cost is a state function of catalyst activity. Thus if we

let 0Rv'° be the varying regeneration cost for the

regeneration from catalyst activity zero to a, and if we

let Cv(a,O) be its derivative with respect to a, then the

varying regeneration cost becomes

/
= C, (ao) - = C,(a,o) do ('.9)

qç

Substituting Eq. (1.9) in Eq. (1.7) then gives the final

expression for the regeneration cost as

a,;

Cy() d + C

Regeneration time, tR(a.,af) : As with regeneration cost



we may write

tR(Qt,Cc) = tRv(Q,Qc) + t

and for the varying regeneration time

tRv(, af) t(1i,o)- tgy(1f,O)
=

t(a,o) (1.12)

Then finally we have

tR(aaf) = + t
of

Concerning the regeneration cost and time, many

variations arise in practice. For instance, only the fixed

contributions are considered for the regeneration by

straight replacement where the catalyst is discarded at

the end of run. On the other hand, sometimes the fixed

regeneration time is much shorter than the total

regeneration time (as in in situ regeneration where the

reactant is switched off and replaced by the regenerative

fluid). Since all these extremes are, however,

mathematically degenerate cases of the general

regeneration formulation, we will here deal with both

contributions.

10
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CHAPTER 2

OPTIMAL OPERATION AND REGENERATION POLICY

- METHOD OF SOLUTION

Formulation of the Problem

Although many extensions are possible, let us confine

our attention in this derivation to isothermal reactors

operating under the following conditions:

The reaction proceeds on a single catalyst (as

opposed to a multifunctional mixture of various

catalysts).

The batch of catalyst solids are well mixed; hence

the activity of catalyst is uniform everywhere in

the reactor.

Reactant feed is continuous and remains constant

during the operational phase.

Deactivation of catalyst is slow enough that the

reactor can be considered to be at steady state at

any instant of time.

Furthermore, since temperature is the most important

variable influencing the reaction and deactivation rates

we will develop the formulation using temperature as the

unique control variable.

For the reactor being considered, both the rate of

deactivation of Eq. (1.4) and the net income rate of Eq.

(I.?) are explicitly independent of time, and entirely



determined by catalyst activity and temperature of the

reactor. Thus, if we let T be the temperature of the

reactor, these rates may be expressed as follows:

- = f'CaT

-0(aT)

where 1.O(a,T) and G0(aT) indicate known a priori

functional dependencies of these rates on a and T.

For any given temperature progression T(a), then the

profit of Eq. (1.6) may be evaluated along the decaying

activity of catalyst in place of time. Thus substituting

Eqs. (1.14) inEq. (1.6) and accordingly transforming the

limits of integration gives

rf,,
\.

(rp(O,1TO))

a1
,O(a1-r(a))

dc4 - CR(,Qc)

1

Q
C)

which shows that the profit P is dependent on the interval

of catalyst activity (a,af) as well as the temperature

progression T(a) in that interval. The overall optimization

then concerns finding both the best interval of catalyst

activity (the regeneration problem) and the best

12
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temperature progression in -that interval (the operational

problem).

Optimal Temperature Policy

To find the best temperature progression during the

operational phase, consider a production cycle on any

arbitrary but known interval of catalyst activity (a1af).

If we let (a) be the optimal temperature progression and

P the largest profit that can be derived for that

particular interval of catalyst activity these are related

by Eq. (1.15) as

a
(a,(a)

- C Q)

çc dO.

- p(o')
+ tq (cu, Qç)

(1.16)

Any other temperature progression will then yield

smaller profits. Consider in particular any temperature

progression that is identical to (a) everywhere in that

interval of catalyst activity except for a sufficiently

small but arbitrary subinterval (a0+ /2, a0- S/2). The

profit for this temperature progression, differing only

slightly from , may then be evaluated from Eqs. (1.15)

and (1.16) as



where T0 and '(a0) are respectively the nonoptirnal and

the optimal temperatures when the activity of catalyst in

the reactor is a0.

Expanding and neglecting the higher order terms with

respect to S then reduces Eq. (1.17) to give

S
tp (Oo,1) - (a01fta1)) -

a

- f(a,(a)) + t(aC,Qf)

Since P by definition of the optimality, the optimal

temperature is distinguished from others as

-

jo (a0,f(a0))

p (a,Ca))
-f tR(a, a4)

C1oTD)
(1.19)

(1.18)

Q0(a-0) f0(a.,i(ae))
1 p(aoi) P(d?tL\

P=
- - - - '-,-'--, -

____-p

1Li

1.17)
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Furthermore, since a0 is arbitrary, for'(a) to be indeed

the optimal temperature progression, the inequality must

be satisfied at any point in the entire interval of

catalyst activity. Thus

(a)r(G) -

o (a1c)

Defining the operation index as

I(OT)
p(aT)

and the optimum operation index as

(a, ) =. c0(a,i(co) -

(cLT) -P
/)T) (1.20)

(1.21)

(1.22)

the best operating temperature at any catalyst activity is

then that which satisfies the following condition:

= maximumI(a,T,p) (1.23)
J for all

admissible T

Thus the optimal temperature progression to use is that

where the operation index stays as high as possible as the

catalyst decays.

In the format of this criterion, which can also be

derived by the maximum principle, described elsewhere (i.3),
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any value P fixes pairs of activity values a and af as

well as temperature progression to satisfy this choice.

Thus ' becomes the single relay variable, and the

regeneration problem simply reduces to finding the largest

among those attainable.

Optimal Regeneration Policy

Turning our attention to the regeneration problem,

consider the optimal temperature progression (a) as

determined by Eq. (1.23) for any selected . Substituting

Eq. (1.22) in Eq. (1.16) and rearranging gives the

condition that be the optimum profit for the interval of

catalyst activity (a,af) as

cç

+ + (a Q)= 0

Combining Eqs. (1.10) and (1.13) with Eq. (I.2L), and

defining the regeneration index as

allows us to rewrite the condition of Eq. (I.2L) as

- CRc +tg I.26

Reflection then shows: For any ' to be realistic there

3a,) = (1.25)



must be at least one interval of catalyst activity for

which Eq. (1.26) is satisfied. Furthermore, the maximum

profit that can be achieved for any given process,

is the largest of those realistic optimum profits, or

max = maximum realistic P (1.27)

-Q
The final problem then concerns finding

max' and since

is the only relay variable, the search for
max S

strictly one-dimensional. This usually can be done in a

few trials.

To illustrate the search let (a(),a()) be the

interval of catalyst activity where the left hand side

integral of Eq. (1.26) becomes maximum for any given P.

Then since J(a,P) uniformly decreases with respect to P

for all a (see Eqs. (1.9), (1.12), (1.21) and

(1.22)) whil the right hand side of Eq. (1.26) increases

with respect to P, the following criterion for the search

is obtained:

(1) If <CR+t, then Pmax<rsifl

for all optimum profits larger than P there is no

interval of catalyst activity satisfying Eq. (1.26).

17



(1.28)

18
4-fr-

(2) If then
max -

ck (p)

since for some optimum profits larger than P there

must be at least one interval of catalyst activity

satisfying Eq. (1.26).

Thus for the maximum profit
4-'-

rat(Px)

J(t, i 1- tgf

This condition allows us to determine
max as well as the

optimum interval of catalyst activity (aOPtafOPt) for

the entire production cycle since

(alOPaf) = (a(Pmax),4(Pax)) (1.29)

The search procedure is then summarized as follows: To

find the maximum profit
'max

First assume
max

Find the optimum temperature T(a) at various a

according to the optimal operational criterion (Eq.

(1.23)) and evaluate the optimum operation index

¶(a,') (Eq. (1.22)) at each catalyst activity.

Evaluate the regeneration index J(a,) (Eq. (1.25))

at each catalyst activity.
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(4) Repeat the procedure (1) to () until the criterion

for the optimal regeneration (Eq. (1.28)) is

satisfied.

Figure 1.2 graphically illustrates the search for a

typical form of the regeneration index. Notice here that

the left hand side integral of Eq. (1.28) is simply the

area above the activity axis.

Optimum Scheduling

Once the maximum profit
max as well as the optimum

interval of catalyst activity (aQPafOPt) is known,

optimum scheduling of the entire production cycle can be

done without any difficulty. Thus if we let '(a) be the

optimal temperature progression determined by max' and

(t) be the activity of catalyst at time t during the

operational phase, these are related by Eq. (I.14a) as

t c'

4pt p(a,a)
The optimal temperature progression may also be

expressed in terms of t. Thus replacing a bya(t) as

determined by Eq. (1.30) in'(a), we have

= = (t)

(1.30)



0
+

A

Shaded
area

afOPt

J(a,)da

+11af
Activity,a afOP

Fig. 1.2. This graph illustrates th, graphical search for
the maximum profit

max

2nd guess,
'"ess

too low

guess < max

3rd guess,
guess is just

right because the shaded

area satisfies Eq.(I.28)

guess - max

1st guess,
ess too

high gu

guess >rnax

20
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Extensions and Limitations

The optimal criteria developed with temperature of the

reactor as the unique control variable can be extended to

include other control variables such as feed rate to the

reactor, composition in the feed, pressure in the reactor,

etc.

The method of optimization, however, has certain

limitations: Firstly, although some modifications are still

possible its use is primarily limited to those cases where

the activity of catalyst is uniform in the reactor;

secondly, it does not apply where uncontrollable time-

dependent factors, such as varying but uncontrollable feed

rate to the reactor, intrude.

Finally the one parameter formulation developed here

is rather general, and can be used for all sorts of

situations where the operating unit loses its efficiency

or effectiveness with use. The scheduling of a taxi fleet,

the management of a brothel with its virgins and near

virgins, the deployment in war of various kinds of military

units are some possible areas of application.

The following example illustrates this procedure for

an artificially simple situation.

Example

Our taxi fleet operates twenty-four hours a day seven

days a week, and the taxis can work hard or not depending



on their daily milage. On the toughest schedule, say 500

miles a day, they bring in more money but they wear out

quickly, and as they age their efficiency and income drops.

Given the following information, how should we schedule a

taxi? In other words, how should we operate our taxis and

when should we replace them?

The taxi efficiency, a, is mainly dependent on the

total milage, M, as follows:

a = exp(-105M)

On a daily basis the money brought in by a taxi is

O.l5Ta dollars while the maintenance cost is

10 + 0.1T(1-a) dollars where P is the daily milage.

A new taxi costs $5000 while the trade in price of a

used vehicle is directly proportional to its

condition, as measured by its efficiency. Other costs

(license, tax, dealer preparation, etc.) amount to

$410 plus 24 hour down time for each vehicle.

Solution

The information given above transforms itself into

our mathematical format as follows:

(i)

OJ5T OtT(-Q) roI1s.
L cktj

22



CRV(a,0) = 5000a tdo1lars

= 410 (dollars

tRV(a,0) = 0 days1

tRf = 1 tday)

Operation index: From Eqs. (1.22), (i) and (ii)

I(a,TM= -(i+ JoO+P): (iv)

'I
Optimal operation policy: Since I(a,T,P) increases as we

increase T, the best policy is to run taxis on the toughest

schedule, or

= 500 [miles/day] (v)

Optimum operation index: From Eqs.(I.23), (iv) and Cv)

= I(a,(a),') = Io4Ezs-(I.2i-.)] (rI)

Regeneration index: From Eqs.(I.25), (iii) and (vi)

J(a,F) = I(a,P)-C(a,O)-p(a,o)

=



Figure 3 shows J(a,) for various values of

Optimal regeneration policy: Since (a,a) extends from

unit efficiency to where J(a,')=O, at=1 and a=O.6+0.O1p.

The criterion of Eq. (1.28) then becomes

(,ijJ)

Maximum profit: Performing the integration of Eq. (viii)

and solving for then gives

max = 20 [dollars/day)

Optimum interval of efficiency:

a = 1
; af = 0.6 + 0.01

inax.=
0.8 (x)

Optimum run time: From Eqs. (1.30), (i) and (v) we have

I) IO44 (xi)
fopi

Optimum scheduling: The above findings then suggest the

following scheduling: Buy a new car, run it on the

toughest schedule, and then trade it for a new car when

the efficiency drops to 0.8 (or at the total mileage of

22314 miles).

2L
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Fig. 1.3. Regeneration indicies for Example.
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CHAPTER 3

'OPTIMAL OPERATION AND REGENERATION POLICY

- APPLICATION TO REACTORS

Statement of Problem

The optimal operation of a flow reactor with a batch

of slowly deactivating catalyst has been considered by many

investigators (I.?, 1.2, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9). However these

workers were concerned primarily with concentration-

independent deactivations but the nature of concentration-

dependent deactivations has not yet been uncovered. Here,

we will treat concentration-dependent kinetics, and will

apply the general criterion for the optimal policy derived

in Chapter 2 to three basic fluid-solid contacting

patterns

For a single irreversible reaction A-R, Khang and

Levenspiel (1.4) showed that the deactivation of porous

catalyst pellets in practice well fits the separable

kinetic expressions of Szepe which has already been

introduced in Chapter 1. For parallel deactivation in which

reactant A causes deactivation:

-E/T nA -R -rA=CA.=.kOe CAO
(I.32a)(A)

For series deactivation in which product R causes

deactivation:



1A '-R
(R -b-

= k 'd k e E:I/fiCRmdt ci

We will treat these two mechanisms of concentration-

dependent deactivation.

The following assumptions will be made in regard to

the operation of the reactor and the economic profitability

of the process:

(1) The feed rate and concentration remain

constant during the operational phase.

The density of reacting fluid also remain constant

during the operational phase.

The total operational cost rate remains constant

during the operational phase and the net income rate

is given by

G =F (total operational
op Ao A cost rate

=FAQ (XA ('.33)

where XA is the fractional conversion of reactant A,

the value of product R and the ratio of the

total operational cost rate to

(I.32b)
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Mixed Flow Reactor

To illustrate the effect of concentration dependency

on the optimum production cycle consider a mixed flow

reactor. If we let W be the weight of catalyst in the

reactor, the conversion is expressed as (1.5)

XA (1.34)

The deactivation rate equations (Eqs. (1.33)) then may be

expressed explicitly in terms of the conversion XA by

eliminating the temperature of reactor T with aid of Eq.

(1.34) to give, for parallel deactivation

rn-nY

- = k cmciL
= ) ci41)ç ( - XA )

and for series deactivation
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I.35a)

Ym-n

)I_I.3sb
where is the ratio of deactivation energies, or

Optimal conversion policy

The operation index I, which becomes maximum at each

catalyst activity on the optimal operational policy, has

been defined in Chapter II (Eq. (1.21)) in terms of T as

control variable. However, in light of the forms of Eqs.

(1.33) and (1.35), here it is more convenient to express
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I in terms of XA instead of T,for these two are uniquely

related by Eq. (1.34) at any given a. Thus substituting

Eqs. (1.33) and (1.35) in Eq. (1.21.) of Chapter 2 gives,

for parallel deactivation

= (I.36a)

and for series deactivation

= < a )'" -- (I.36b)

where

'I I fl-.flr
cW )(o

K40

The properties of the operation index I, a separable

function of a and XAt are displayed in the first column

of Fig. 1.4. Different forms of the index are

obtained for different deactivation mechanisms, reaction

and deactivation kinetic constants and economic parameters.

Since the optimum interval of catalyst activity is not to

extend where the index becomes negative, let us consider

the various forms of the nonnegative portion of the index.

Type (a): Here the operation index becomes absolutely

maximum at some optimum conversion, say XAO. This type
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of behavior occurs for (1) all independent deactivations,

(ii) all series deactivations, (iii) parallel

deactivations when n5'm, and (iv) parallel deactiva-tions

when n =m and (1__/FAo)1.
Type (b): Here the higher is the conversion, the greater

is the operation index. Peculiar to parallel

deac-tivatjons, this type of behavior is obtained when

(i) nY<m (except the oases to be included in type (c)

below), and when (ii) n=m and

Type (c): Here the operation index is locally maximum at

XAO and uniformly increases for sufficiently large

conversions, say XA=XA. This nonsimple behavior may be

obtained only for parallel deactivation when n'<m,

m-n+-io,
4'j( $/(FAO)(m_n +i -1) and 2( +/O(F0)(m_n' +'j -1)

The optimum conversion XA0, at which the operation index

becomes maximum (either absolute or local) is found from

Eq. (1.36) as

.2c.3,

2CA)1

(1.37)



where for parallel deactivation
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and for series deactivation

= (m-n+YXpi4/c0)m+Y'-f
(I.38b)

CA)3 = '&'FAO)

According to the criterion for optimal operation of

Chapter II, which requires that the optimal conversion at

any catalyst activity a is that the operation index

I(a,XA,') becomes maximum, the following optimal conversion

policy results:

For type (a) keep the conversion at whenever

possible, and as close as possible to XA0 when XAOIS no

longer attainable with catalyst deactivation.

For type (b) keep the conversion as high as possible.

For type (c) keep the conversion as high aspossible as

- m-

=
(I.38a)

=
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Fig. iJi. Various forms of the operation index, for mixed flow fluid-
mixed batch solids, from Eq. (1.36); and the corresponding optimal

temperature and conversion progressions in the reactor.
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long as X is attainable. When XAt is no longer

attainable, keep the conversion constant at and then,

as close as possible to XAO when XAO is no longer

attainable.

To illustrate the whole range in operating policies

Fig. 1.4 shows the optimal temperature (second column of

sketches) and conversion (third column of sketches)

progressions for the situation where: (1) the operation of

reactor is limited by some maximum allowable temperature,

say T*, (2) the reactor has enough catalyst that the

conversion at the start of the operational phase, could, if

desired, be larger than both and and (3) the

catalyst activity at the end of the operational phase is

low enough that the temperature of reactor is at T*.

The optimal progression of type (a) - the constant

conversion followed by the decreasing conversion - has

previously been shown by Szepe (1.9) for concentration

independent deactivation which is in fact mathematically

the degenerate case of m=O, and thus always have type (a)

behavior regardless of other kinetic or economic

parameters.

The optimal progression of type (b) - the highest

conversion policy - has been realized in the past as part

of the type (a) progression for independent deactivations.

It is observed here, however, that this type of progression



can be caused by the concentration dependency for some

parallel deactivations.

Type (c) progression - -the highest possible conversion

followed by the constant conversion and then again by the

highest conversion policy - is the most surprising among

those incurred by the concentration dependency. No study

to date has yet shown this type of progression.

Basically, the critical factor that determines the

optimal conversion progressions for parallel deactivation

is n)' -in. Type (a) behavior occurs when ni> m, and type

(b) or (c) when n"i m.

Optimal regeneration policy

To determine the optimal regeneration policy the

regeneration index J(a,) must first be known. In general

this consists of three additive terms - the optimum

operation index !(a,') and the varying regeneration

contributions Cv(a,O) and PRV(a,O) - each of which can

have various forms. Let us consider these in turn.
-

The optimum operation index I(a,P) for any guessed

value of ' is simply determined by the corresponding

optimal conversion policy. Thus for the constant conversion

period

= I(a,XAO,) ('.39)



and for the falling conversion period

= I(a,X,') (I.LO)

where X is the highest possible conversion at T*.

Figure 1.5 shows typical forms of the optimum operation

index for the optimal conversion progression of type (a).

Notice here that two forms are distinct: (i) wheni>d, the

optimum operation index is nonincreasing with respect to

decreasing a and, (ii) when<d, it increases at high a

and then drops off with decreasing a. The form is

determined solely by the relative magnitudes of 'Y and d.

For other types of optimal conversion progression similar

forms are obtained thus the first form occurs when d,

and either form is possible when y<d. Since we have the

optimal conversion progression of type (a) in most real

systems, and since other types can be treated similarly,

in the following we will concern ourselves exclusively with

the type (a) conversion progression.

For varying regeneration contributions consider the

following two kinetic models proposed by Levenspiel (1.5)

to describe the regeneration process:

zero order regeneration:
= kr Thus if we assume that

the varying regeneration cost is simply proportional to

time required, we have

35



and for first order regeneration
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CRV(a,O) = CRO a C(a,O) = 0Ro

tRV(a,0) tRo a t(a,O) = Ro

(1.41)

where CRO and tRo are known constants. In this

regeneration model the varying regeneration cost and

time are proportional to -the catalyst activity recovered

by regeneration. Notice also that the regeneration by

straight replacement is mathematically the degenerate

case where CR0= tRo= 0.

First order regeneration: = kç (1-a Thus

CRv(a,0)=_CR0 mCi-a) CRV(3.,0) 0Ro
/(1-a)

tRV(a,O)__-tRO ln(1-a) tRV(a,O)_ tRo /(1-a)
(1.42)

In this model regeneration is rapid when catalyst

activity is low, but becomes increasingly slow and costly

as catalyst activity approaches one.

The regeneration index then becomes, for zero order

regenera-t ion

J(a,)= (a,)- C(a,O)_ -t(a,0)

= ¶(a,)- (CR0+ '-tR



1W 1W

J(a,P) = I(a,P
o +t
Ro Ro
1-a
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I. Li3b)

These are graphically displayed in Fig. 1.6 for the three

forms of the optimum operation index of Fig. 1.5. Noting

that the optimum interval of catalyst activity where the

production cycle should run is that in which the

regeneration index is nonngative, see Chapter 2 , the

the following clues may be obtained concerning the pattern

of the optimal regeneration policy:

For zero order reReneration:

Ifd, complete regeneration (up to activity one)

is always optimal since here I is nonincreasing

with deactivation of catalyst (Fig. I.6a).

If Y<d, either complete regeneration or partial

regeneration can be optimal. Thus complete

regeneration is optimal if(1,)CRQ+P t

(see Fig I,6a) and partial regeneration is

optimal if I(1,P) <CRc + tR (see Fig. I.6b).

For first order regeneration: Since J(1,) is negative,

partial regeneration is always optimal for this

regeneration kinetics (see Fig. I.6c).

Finally we must find the value of P where the shaded



constant falling
conversion -*

- conversion
policy policy

0

Fig. 1.5. Various forms of the optimum operation
index for type (a) optimal conversion progression.
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onstant falling
conversion I conversion

policy policy

a

(a) This graph shows those
cases where complete
regeneration is optimal
for zero order regene-
ration.

-

CR0 +PtRO

J(J)
Cft0

0

(b) This graph shows those
cases where partial
regeneration is optimal
for zero order regene-
ration.

CR0 PtRo

1 Q

(c) This graph shows that
partial regeneration
is always optimal for
first order regenera-
tion.

Fig. 1.6. In general optimal regeneration policy is dependent on the order of deacti-
vation, the ratio of activation energies, the regeneration kinetics, etc. The shaded

area indicates the integral of Eq. (1.28).
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area of Fig. 1.6 just equals CRf + P tRf This is the

condition of Eq. (1.28). Appendix A treats an example and

illustrates the procedure.

Plug Flow Fluid - Batch Solids Reactor

When reacting fluid is in mixed flow, concentrations

are uniform in the reactor and hence the batch of catalyst

solids is uniform at any instant of time. This already has

been treated in the preceding Chapter.

When the reacting fluid is in plug flow, as the other

extreme for contacting, concentrations vary with location

in the reactor and thus contacting of solids can be

anywhere between mixed and unmixed. Mixed solids is often

observed in vigorously bubbling fluidized bed reactors or

in alternating-packed-flujdized bed reactors where packed

solids is intermittently but frequently enough fluidized

to ensure the uniformity of catalyst activity in the

reactor. Packed bed reactors represent unmixed solids.

In this section we will discuss the optimal operation

and regeneration policies for the extremes of plug flow

fluid-mixed batch solids and plug flow fluid-fixed batch

solids reactors.

If we let z and be respectively the fractional

weight of catalyst measured from the reactor inlet and the

fractional conversion of reactant A at that position at

any time t, these are related by the following differential



equation:

ax

wk0c4 e'-çfci.
where the partial differential notation signifies that

also depends on time because the catalyst deactivates with

time. On integration with =0 at z=O we obtain, for the

conversion at position z,

(I . 4.5)
0

and, for the conversion XA at the reactor exit (z=1),

FAO

(1.46)

The r.h.s. integral of the above expression is the mean

activity of the catalyst in the reactor and is denoted by

a, or

Here it might be noticed in Eq. (1.46) that at any

instant o± time the conversion at the reactor exit is

Li.1

(I .44)

(I .47)
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entirely determined by the mean activity ', regardless of

how the activity a is distributed along the reactor. Decay

of the mean activity, however, is in general dependent on

its distribution and thus is influenced by the fluid-solids

contacting. Let us discuss the two extreme cases in turn.

Plug flow fluid-mixed batch solids reactor

Since catalysts solids are well mixed, the activity of

catalyst is uniform everywhere in the reactor, or =aa(z).

Thus Eqs. (1.45) and (1.46) reduce to give, at position z

Wk0'' - E/RTe
i-fl

and at the reactor exit

1- (i-X)

(1.48)

(1.49)

The deactivation rates are to be evaluated on the mean

concentration dependency as follows: For parallel

deactivation

___
;mdd = k0 ç'é (fr'fz( 1.5 Oa)

For series deactivation



Combining Eqs. (I.Li8), (I.LI9) and (1.50), and eliminating

T gives, for parallel deactivation

- = rt i1r l-(f-XAr1d & i-(i-4r L mi-I-It

and for series deactivation

and for series deactivation

I(a, XA, ) = K aT' ]

Q)J (XA-;) (I.52b)

The behavior of these operation indices is similar to those

oaoo ar ,- -rc' ((')m,
(I.51b)-

isf k' ui_4rj
'-LA

(XA'Y'

For these deactivation rate equations and the net

income rate expression of Eq. (1.33), the operation index

is readily constructed. Thus we have, for parallel

deactivation

I(a,XA,P) (-)
= K a []ttz c&o

( .52a)
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mixed-mixed contacting, and optimal conversion progressions

of types (a), (b) or (c) are obtained depending mainly on

the values of )', mand n. This is tabulated in Table 1.1.

Since the same principles apply here as for mixed-mixed

contacting we will not dicuss the optimal policies further.

Plug flow fluid-fixed batch solids reactor

Here since the catalyst activity is not uniform in the

reactor, the optimization technique of Chapter II, which

assumes uniformity, fails to apply directly. Extensions

are, however, often possible in cases where the varying

regeneration contributions are dependent on the mean

catalyst activity in place of the uniform catalyst activity

in the preceding cases. These will now be discussed.

Decay rate of the mean catalyst activity for this type

of fluid-solids contacting is expressed as follows:

where indicates the local deactivation rate at

position z and is given as, for parallel deactivation

and for series deactivation

-- (I. 5LI.b

('.53)

= k0 ce E4/Ri
(I.54a)



TABLE 1.1. BEHAVIOR OF THE OPERATION INDEX FOR

all

Parallel deactivation

ni
n<ininin1
n<i
n,i
n)ini
n=i
n<i

Series deactivatin

ni
n<i

all m
all m
m n-i
m n-i
all In

all m
man-i

Y(n-i) n< n-i
1(n-i)= m<n-1

m <Y(n-i)
all In
all m

L5

(a)
(a) or (b)

(a)
(a) or (b)
(a) or (b)
(a)

(a) or (b)
or (b)
or (c)

(b) or (c)
(a) or (b)

or (c)
(a)

PLUG FLOW FLUID - MIXED BATCH SOLIDS REACTOR

ratio of order order of type of
activation of concentration operation
energies

Ed/E

reaction dependency index

see Fig.I.LI.

Independent deactivation

all ni all m (a)
n<i all in (a) or (1)
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For first order deactivation (d1), Eqs. (1.44), (1.53)

and (1.54) combine to give, for parallel deactivation

'- r 1-(J-)
a

L(I_yA)'JL.

and for series deactivation

dt

i'-'çXA)axA
I-XA

(XA')

(I.55b)

Then since the rate of decay of the mean catalyst activity

has the same expression as those for the mixed solids

contacting, see Eq. (1.51), for first order deactivation,

fixed solids can be treated as if solids were perfectly

mixed. Thus the method of Chapter 2 applies here.

For d-th order deactivation (d/1), the rate of decay

of the mean catalyst activity depends not only on the mean

catalyst activity itself but also on its distribution along

the reactor. Hence fixed batch solids cannot be treated as

if it were mixed and the optimization technique fails to

apply here.

Nevertheless, since Khang and Levenspiel (1.4) have

shown that the order of deactivation varies merely from

one to three, and since fixed batch solids can be treated

exactly as mixed batch solids for any first order

deactivation, it might be suggested with some reservation
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that, for all practical purposes, the optimal operation

and regeneration policy for mixed batch solids be used as

an approximation to that for fixed batch solids.

Conclusion

We have shown that the one dimensional search procedure

for optimum scheduling developed in Chapter 2 can be

applied directly to reactors with deactivating catalysts

for various extremes of gas solid contacting and for very

general concentration dependent deactivation kinetics.

For series deactivation we find that rising or maximum

temperature is always optimal; however, for parallel

deactivation the optimal policy follows one of three

patterns depending on the concentration dependency of the

rates of reaction and deactivation, and the ratio of the

two activation energies, see Fig. 1.4.

For the overall problem of optimum scheduling, how to

best operate, at what point to regenerate, etc., we show

that the previously proposed multidimensional search

methods reduce to a straightforward one dimensional search

procedure which can be applied equally to concentration

independent and concentration dependent deactivation

expressions.

Appendix A gives an example of application of this

method to reactors.



PART II

REACTION OF SOLID PARTICLES

CHAPTER L

THE CRACKLING CORE MODEL FOR THE REACTION OF

SOLID PARTICLES

Introduction

Yagi and Kunii (11.7) introduced the shrinking core

model into the mainstream of chemical engineering as a

first simple representation of the progressive conversion

of solid particles 'by reaction with a gas. This model

visualizes a shrinking unreacted core surrounded by a

growing layer of product solid with the rate controlling

step being either reaction at the core boundary (reaction

control) or diffusion through the product layer (ash

diffusion control). For stoichiometry

A(g) + B(s) - R(g) + S(s)

the following simple solid conversion-time expressions are

obtained for spherical reacting particles: For reaction

control

For ash diffusion control

Y3.
) feR

lccA

Lj8

(11.2)
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SCA

Lj9

(".3)

where Tis the time required for complete conversion.

Figure 11.1 shows how the conversion of solids changes

with time for this model, and a plot of the l.h.s. versus

r.h.s. of theabove;expressions provides a simple test far

the predictions of .thémodei. Its: easeof use and its

reasonably good fit for a variety of reacting solids

recommend that this model be tried first.

Numerous extensions to this simple model have been

proposed. Most of these fall into two general classes,

typical of which are the porous pellet model of Ishida and

Wen (11.1), and the grainy porous pellet model of Sohn and

Szekely (11.5).

Ishida and Wen visualize gas penetrating the porous

pellet, reacting progressively with it, eventually leaving

behind a growing layer of completely converted solid.

Somewhat different to this, Sohn and Szekely view the

pellet as porous and consisting of grains. Reactant gas

diffuses through interstices between grains into the pellet

attacking each of the grains according to the shrinking

core model.

Both these models and their variations view the pellet

as originally porous, both include diffusional gradients,

both are at least two parameter models, and the latter



reaction control, Eq. (11.2

ash diffusion control, Eq. (11.3)

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Relative time,

Fig. 11.1. Conversion f solid vstixne of reaction
for the shrinking core model.
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requires a computer generated numerical solution for the

conversion-time expressions.

In their recent book Szekely and Themelis (11.6)

summarizes various findings on the reduction of very dense

iron ore by stating that a shrinking core is observed, but

that behind it the solid is only partly converted, Further

reduction of this material consists of a very slow reaction

of the entrapped "islets" of partly conversted solids.

In light of this type of evidence, in this thesis a

distinctly different kind of model, which is called the

crackling core model, is presented. Here the pellet is

viewed to be initially nonporous. Then, under the action of

reactant gas, the pellet transforms progressively from the

outside in, by crackling and fissuring, to form an easily

penetrated (no diffusional resistance) grainy material,

which then reacts away to final product according to the

shrinking core model. Thus

(nonPorous)_Step
1 grainy Step 2_(grainy

material intermediate product

physical chemical
or action

chemical by
action gas

In some cases Step 1, which is referred to as "crackling",

only involves a physical change; in other cases it involves

reaction to intermediate I of conversion X. There are thus



two possibilities, first the one reaction version of the

crackling core model

nonporous

(x=o)

and the two reaction version

B
nonporous

(x= a)

in which the intermediate conversion X is determined from

the known stoichiometry of the two step reaction. In the

gaseous reduction of Fe304, to be treated later as an

example of data-fitting, FeO appears as an intermediate

product. For this two step reduction the stoichiometry

indicates that a fourth of the oxygen is deleted in the

crackling stage, or XO.25:

Fe304 Co ..Fe0 CO ,.Fe (11.7)

(x=o) (X=X=O .25) (x1)

The hydrogen reduction of UO3 is another example of such

two step reactions. For the following stoichiometry

suggested by Le Page and Fane (11.2) U308 is an

phys ical
change grainy

(X=O)

+gas
chemical grainy
attack (x=x.)

1

+gas
shrinking grainy

core (x=1)
attack

+gas
shrinking grainy

core (X=1)
attack
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(11.5)

(11.6)



intermediate of conversion

H2 H2
1J03 -U3o8 UO2

(XO) (x=x1=o.33) (x=1)
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(11.8)

Either version of this model involves just one

parameter, and since diffusional resistance between grains

does not intrude, the conversion versus time expressions

are simple in form, much as the original Yagi-Kunii

expressions, and are therefore convenient for testing

against real systems.

Since the one reaction version is mathematically the

degenerate case of the two reaction version where

the following development will be based on the two

reaction version.

Conversion Expressions for the Crackling Core Model

Let a spherical nonporous pellet of solid B of radius

R be immersed in gaseous A of concentration CA and let

reaction proceed according to the stoichiornetry of Eq.

(11.6). The mechanism of attack is viewed as follows:

Gaseous A first attacks the outside of the pellet

causing cracks and fissures to form. The attacking

front moves steadily into the pellet, and the

unattacked core of radius r shrinks to zero in

time 'rc.

The solid left after the front passes consists of a
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porous structure of grains which does not restrict

the passage of gas. Hence reactant gas has a

concentration CA throughout the cracks and fissures.

Each of the grains of radius rg rg<< R, then reacts

with gas according to the shrinking core model with

either reaction or ash diffusion control, the time

for complete conversion of a grain being ç.

The rate of attack of the virgin core and the grains

is first order with respect to gaseous reactant.

Figure 11.2 then illustrates the different stages

through which a pellet passes according to this model. Note

that when the grains at the surface of the pellet

are completely converted before the attacking front can

reach the center of the pellet, and consequently for part

of the time three distinct composition zones are present

in the pellet: an inner virgin core, an outer completely

reacted shell, and in between, partly reacted solid.

Reflection also shows that time for complete conversion

of the pellet will be time needed for the attacking front

to reach the center of the pellet plus the time for a grain

to be converted, or

(11.9)

The ratio of these two times, and is the one

parameter of this model. For convenience in our analysis



fresh
pellet

mi-b ia-b ion Propagation T emma-b ion
Stage Stage Stage

t<'rr- T<<T. Ta,<(TVrc

(second form)
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completely
converted

>solid when

Fig. 11.2. Progrssive stages in conversion of a pellet
according to the crackling core model. Note that two
progressions are possible depending on whether

or



we use the equivalent quantity

or

Let us develop the consequences of this model In four

steps:

1. Find how the virgin core shrinks with time: On the

surface of the virgin core the fracturing and fissuring

proceeds as follows:

7rc3)=41r CA

where the time for complete disappearance of the virgin

core is given by

56

= (11.10)

where k is the first order rate constant which represents

the rate of advancement of the crackling front. Integration

and rearrangement then gives



2. Find the age of grains at different locations and time:

For this focus attention on the grains which are formed as

the attacking front passes by. Define

t(r) = the time at which the crackling front passes

position r on the pellet

tg(r) = the age of grains at position r

xg(r) = conversion of grains of age tg(r) based on the

original reactant B

Yg(r) = conversion of grains of age tg(r) based on the

intermediate I

Then at any time t

tg(r) = t - tc(r)

Combination with Eq. (11.13) gives the fractional age of

grains at position r to be

'C

'9
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(II.1L.)

3. Find the conversion in each grain: The conversion of

each grain proceeds according to the shrinking core model.

Thus for grain reaction control Eq. (11.2) for grains at

position r gives



tCr) = 1

while for grain ash diffusion control Eqe (11.3) gives

tAO-)

I 1(2] Y3
L J

- 2 rI'1c)J

rIsL]2/3t2I I-XO-)
L. )

L Find the overall conversion of the pellet: The fraction

unconverted in the whole pellet is expressed by

R

3

raar
=[jrr

Evaluating the above integral requires combining with Eqs.

(11.13) and (11.15), and either (11.16) or (11.17). In

doing this care must be taken to distinguish between

vaxious stages of conversion: initiation, propagation and

termination (see Fig. 11.2).

For reaction control in grain evaluation of the above

integral gives, after considerable manipulation (see

Appendix B for details),

58

(11.16)

(11.17)

(11.18)



For the initiation stage:

' -rJ

(N)2C(I-c3)(kt4)4
)1.]

-(i-$) ['-- (c)3J
*±[(t)'-

For the first form of the propagation stage:
'

< 'tg

-[o-f- (I-LJ-fl

61±r
Y 1/

-± [(i-u- (i--)'JJ

For the second form of the propagation stage: Tg <'t

= i1_Jt (t-iXl-X) rta-ri

-('-XI-)+± (IL)23
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(11.20)

For the termination stage:

20 3(j-z)3 (11.22)



'4-

For the termination stage:

(l)<cXtu)1

.%f *\ 21

(11.25)

(11.26)
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where

y = dummy variable (11.27)

For ash diffusion control in grain after even more

manipulation (see Appendix B for details), the following

clumsy expressions are obtained:

For the initiation stage: tt't(i)
(11.23)

For the first form of the propagation stage:

1 - (-X)
(11.24)

For the second form of the propagation stage:

1_v - I Ji;: '3 (f>Xki) 3 ( fr \tI A1'J+ )3



Z(y) = (J6i85)

= (1 - Yg(r))1/ = + +41r
3

-{i4-.IJ, oeir

61

(11.29)

+ (1.A)(14) (8y9_y8+1*8y7)

(1_)2(6yl2_8yl+l..9yb0_18y9) (11.28)

y0 = (1 - Yg(0))1/3 +
3

a

0
-

J) o11-
(II.3o)

Discuss ion

Let us discuss some characteristics of this model and

its predictions in the following.

Graphical representation: Figures 11.3 - 6 illustrates

the conversion-time behavior for various w and values.

Thus Figs. 11.3 and II.L are for X=O, Figs. II5 and 11.6

are for X=o.5. When X=1 the shrinking unattacked core
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Fig. 11.3. Conversion of pellet vs time, for reaction
control in grains, Eqs. (11.19) - (11.22), for a one

step reaction.
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Fig. 11.4. Conversion of pellet vs time, for ash
diffusion control in grains, Eqs. (II.23)-(II.26),

for a one step reaction.
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Fig. 11.5. Conversion of pellet vs time for reaction
control in grains, Eqs. (11.19) - (11.22), for the
two step reaction B(X=0) l-i(x=O.5) 'S(X=l).
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dominates ('tg = 0) and the behavior is that of reaction

control shrinking core (see Fig. 11.1).

The special feature of these curves is that for systems

with low a distinct S-shaped behavior is predicted. This

practically disappears at X

For grain reaction control (Figs. 11.3 and 11.5)

explicit expressions which are easy to evaluate are

obtained (Eqs. 11.19 - 22); for grain diffusion control

(Figs. II.LI and iI.6) the expressions cannot be obtained in

explicit form, however numerical integration is still not

needed to generate the conversion-time curves. Since the

grain reaction control expressions are easier to use these

should always be tried first in curve fitting.

Extremes in behavior for grain reaction control -

kinetics: For very slow core attack g<c or =1 or

the second form of the propagation stage of Fig. 11.2

dominates the whole process, hence the conversion

expressions, Eqs. (11.19-22), all reduce to

l_(1x)Y3 T=T

At the other extreme, for very slow conversion of grain

or 0 or tg='t) the first form of the propagation

stage dominates and the conversion expressions all reduce

to



(1)V3
;
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Here the entire pellet is instantaneously crackled to form

grains of intermediate. These are all converted at the

same time; -thus the whole pellet is converted uniformlye

No shrinking core is observed on the scale of the pellet.

Extremes in behavior for grain diffusion control

kinetics: These curves show a similar behavior similar to

those for grain reaction control kinetics except for the

higher initial conversion rates. For very slow core attack

(;<<; orc=1 or'r='), the conversion expressions, Eqs.

(11.23-26), all reduce to Eq. (11.31) of the reaction

controlling shrinking core model.

At the other extreme, for very slow conversion of grain

orW=O or Tg=r) however, the conversion

expressions all reduce to

4=
1

1X
+ 2(4) ; =; (11.33)

Special case of a single reaction (X1=O): Eq. (11.5)

represents this system, and since the equations are the

special cases of Eqs. (11.19-26) for X=O they are simple

in form, much as the original Yagi-Kunii expressions. Figs.

11.3 and II.LI represent this case.
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Extensions to various other pellet shapes and grain

shapes 2 One may find it more realistic to approximate the

pellet by cylindrical or flat plate geometry. Also because

of crystal structure or molecular orientation the same may

hold true for the grain themselves.

All combinations of these shapes except those with ash

diffusion control for cylindrical grains give analytic

expressions, some of which are much simpler than those for

sphere-sphere geometry. These are tabulated in Appendix C.

Diffusion resistance in pores: The present analysis can

be extended to the case where the diffusional resistances

within the attacked porous structure becomes important.

However this would lead to complex expressions requiring

numerical solutions. This would defeat the purpose of this

analysis, to present a simple one parameter model as an

extension to the shrinking core model.

Fitting Data with the Crackling Core Model

When conversion-time data is available one should first

try the simple shrinking core model of Yagi and Kunii,

Eqs. (11.2) and (11.3). Indeed for larger particles where

t)is large enough, say the predictions of the

crackling core model deviates little from the reaction

controlling shrinking core model, with the difference most

likely masked by experimental scatter. For smaller 's,

however, the difference is distinct and one should try this

model, especially when particles become porous on reaction,
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/
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Fig. 11.7. Experiment on particles of different
sizes allows direct evaluation of 'Z., T and

of the crackling core model.
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and for stepwise reactions.

Also whenever an S-shaped conversion-time curve is

obtained the crackling core model should be tried. It is

the only model to date which can account for such behavior.

Let us now point out the particular form of the size

dependency predicted by this model, illustrate the method

of data-fitting, and then let us give an example of its fit

to reported data.

Effect of pellet size. In the crackling core model is

assumed to be independent of pellet size. Thus from Eqs.

(11.9) and (ii.1L.) the linear relationship of Fig. 11.7 is

obtained.

= a + bR ; Rrg

No other model proposed to date predicts this kind of

relationship with pellet size, hence this is a rather

sensitive way of test for this model.

However, since the time for complete conversion is

usually uncertain and since the predictions of all models

could well break down in this regime due to sintering,

occlusion, etc., it is suggested that one use the following

equivalent expression to test whether the size dependency

agrees with the predictions of the crackling core model



o<R

dt) bR
dX X=O

-
3x1
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(".35)

Method of data-fitting with the crackling core model. To

fit this model to data one must choose and % (or )) for

best fit using conversion-time data for different sizes of

pellets. This would be a simple matter if or

were accurately known, however these never are. Thus trial

and error fitting must be used. A number of procedures can

be helpful here.

1. From the initial conversion rate data: For any

mechanism controlling in grains the initial

conversion rate data allows one to determine
Tc for

each size pellet. Thus from either Eq. (11.19) or

Eq. (11.34)

(11.36)

The proportionality constant b may be found from

a (dt/dx)xo vs (R/3x1) plot and then be used to

determine for each pellet size. The data-fitting

here then reduces to finding to best fit the

conversion-time data.

2. From the conversion-time data: Plotting the data on

X vs ln t or on X vs ln (t/R) for various sized
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Fig. 11.8. Reference conversion vs time plot to be used for data-fitting. This
plot is particularly useful for larger particles.
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Fig. 11.9. Reference conversion vs time plot to be used for data-fitting. This
plot is particularly useful for smaller particles.
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pellets is also a useful tool. A comparison based

on the effect of pellet size, Eq. (11.35), on

reference plots such as Figs. 11.8 or 11.9 allows

one to determine Tg (when using Fig. 11.8) or the

proportionality constant b of Eq. (11.35) (when

using Fig. 11.9), and the data-fitting here again

reduces to one parameter search to best fit the

conversion-time data for each pellet size. Notice

that the X vs ln t plot is more sensitive to larger

's (thus larger particles) while the X vs in (t/R)

plot is more sensitive to smaller 's (or smaller

particles).

Finally after fitting the data one must check whether Eq.

(11.35) is satisfied by a simple plot such as Fig. 11.12.

Example of use of the crackiing core model. The production

of iron from its ore is probably the most important of

metallurgical reactions, hence the intense interest over

years concerning the mechanism of the reduction. Let

us consider the data of Staihane and Malmberg (Fig. 11.10),

as reported by McKewan (II.L.), on the reduction of

magnet ite with CO

Fe3OL

magnet ite

x=o

wustite

X=X.=0.25
1

CO -Fe

7L

(".37)Co
FeO

iron

x=1
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H
0
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c-i
0
s::: 0.60
El)

a)

o 0.
0
H

0
4)
0
cd

1i

-

//,/

magnet ite
density 5.1 gm/cm
porosity 0 %
size R= 0.5 mm sphere &

1.0 mm sphere
1.5 mm sphere
2.0 mm sphere

a

10 20 30 40 50

Time in minutes

Fig. 11.10. Original conversion-time data of Staihane and Malmberg as
reported by McKewan, see 11.4.
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Theie have been many reports in the literature

indicating that dense nonporous rnagnetite transforms into

a grainy wustite structure, and that this occurs from the

outside in. Phenomenologically this is in accord with the

crackling core model. Furthermore, the distinctly sigmoidal

shape of the conversion-time curves again strongly suggest

that the crackling core model with reaction control in

grains be tested%

The data-fitting procedure 2, after considerable trial,

suggests that '=18 minutes. Selecting 's for the best fit

of the data for each pellet size then leads to Fig. 11.11.

A further test for the pellet size dependency according to

Eq. (11.35), displayed in Fig. 11.12, indeed shows a good

fit.

The data for 1 mm particle is then compared in Fig.

11.13 with the predictions of both the crackling core model

and the simple shrinking core model. Clearly, the crackling

core model gives a better fit. The same sort of fit is

found for the larger particle sizes; however, since )more

closely approaches unity for these sizes, the difference in

the predictions of these models is not as distinct.

Conclusion

An extension to the shrinking core model is proposed

which involves one additional parameter, the ratio of times

T andTg. Conversion-time experiments with different sized
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Fig. 11.12. Verification that the size dependency is
as predicted by the crackling core model, Eq. (11.35)
requires a straight line proportionality, values

taken from Fig. 11.11.
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pellets will give the value of this parameter. At one

extreme this model reduces to the simple shrinking core

model, at the other it predicts uniform conversion of solid

throughout the pellet following an instantaneous conversion

to intermediate.

This model should reasonably represent the conversion

of dense nonporous material into porous or grainy product

solid for stepwise reactions. Its predictions differ from

previously proposed models in that it does account for

sigmoidal shaped conversion-time behavior of the solid

particles.

For reaction control of grains analysis yields an

explicit solution, Eqs. (11.19-22), which likely makes this

model the simplest extension to date to the shrinking core

model.
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APPENDIX A

AN EXAMPLE PROBLEM FOR THE OPTIMAL

OPERATION AND REGENERATION POLICY

A single irreversible reaction AR proceeds on a

slowly deactivating catalyst with a first order rate

1000

_rA = k CA a = 10 T
(A.A.1)

The rate of deactivation of the catalyst is concentration

independent and found to be

1000
da - T-=kda=lO a

83

(A.A.2)

We wish to derive the maximum profit from a mixed flow

reactor containing W=101 Kg of catalyst and operating on a

steady feed of pure A, FA0=100 Kmol/day and CAQ=O.l Kmol/

m3. Reactant A costs $10 per Kmol and the product sells at

$100 per Kmol. Operating and maintenance costs are $1000

per day. Since the catalyst is not regenerable, spent

catalyst is dicarded at the end of each run and the reactor

is charged with fresh catalyst that costs $0.9 per Kg.

Other charges for each replacement amount to $1000 and it

takes a day to replace the catalyst. Since the separation

cost for the product stream from the reactor is cheap no

particular conversion level is desired but the temperature



of the reactor should not exceed 1000°K. How should we

schedule the production cycle for this system?

Solution

The kinetic parameters for reaction and deactivation

are

and

n=1, m=0, d=1, Y=i,

the economic variables,

= 1O1 (dollars/day)

the regeneration cost and time,

CR(a.laf) 0Rf tdollars

tR(aI,af) 1 (dayl

7 nT-rn
0 Ao _io6

do FA0

Conversion expression: From Eq. (i.3L)

2- 1000

XA = 10 T
(1_xA) a

Deactivation rate expression: From Eq. (1.35)

- _2 XA
dt l_XA

Operation index: Eq. (1.36) becomes

8L

(A.A.3)

(A.A.4)



I(a,XA,) = 10

lOa
A 1+lOa

6 (1_xA)(xA_o.2_10 )

XA
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(A .A .5)

Since the deactivation is concentration independent, the

operation index is of type (a), see the discussion in the

text.

Optimum operation index: For the constant conversion policy

Eq. (1.37) gives

(A.A.8)

XA0 = /0.2 + (A.A.6)

Substituting Eq. (A.A.6) in (A.A.5) then gives

6 1 2I(a,P) = I(a,XA ,P) = 10 (l_VlO.2IlO P ) (A.A.7)

For the falling conversion policy (at T=T*=1000°K) Eq.

(A.A.3) gives

Substituting Eq. (A.A.8) in (A.A.5) gives

= I(a,q,)

10 ( 1±lOa. - 0.2 - 104p) (A.A.9)
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when P = .5225x104

Fig. A.1. This graph illustrates the one parameter search for the
maximum profit,

max' for the example.
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Transition in the conversion policy occurs when

XQ=q. Combining Eqs. (A.A.6) and (A.A.8) then gives the

the catalyst activity at the transition as

atrans =

Regeneration index: Since the varying regeneration

contributions are null

I.,
J(a,P) = I(a,P) (A.A.11,)

Figure A.A.1 displays the regeneration index for some

values of P.

Optimum interval of catalyst activity: Since the activity

interval where J(a,)O extends from one to the activity

where J(a,P)=O,

+ + O.2+1Oa. - , a -1 8-iO

Notice here that the operational phase should always end

on the falling conversion policy.

Maximum profit: The criterion of Eq. (1.28) here becomes

1

da =
+ max (A.A.13)

at max

87

(A.A.lo)

(A.A.12)
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The l.h.s. integral of Eq. (A.A.13) may be evaluated either

analytically or graphically, and with a few trials
max is

found to be, see Fig. A.A.1,

max 5225 rdollars/day] (A.A.14)

Optimum scheduling: Since is known, the optimum

production cycle is found directly as follows:

Optimum conversion: From Eqs. (A.A.6) and (A.A.9)

0.85 (A.A.15)

Transition catalyst activity: From Eqs. (A.A.9) and

(A .A . lLj.

atrans = 0.567 (A.A.16)

Optimum interval of catalyst activity: From Eqs. (A.A.12)

and (A.A.14)

a10 = 1, af0 = 0.26 (A.A.17)

Optimal progression of catalyst activity: For the constant

conversion policy, Eqs. (A.A.4) and (A.A.14) combine to

give

- io2 XA0
dt i-x

Ao
= 0.0567 (A.A.18)

On integration with a=a0=i at t=0

a = 1 - 0.0567t (A.A.19)
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From Eqs. (A.A.16) and (A.A.18), the time to switch to the

falling conversion policy becomes

t
l_atrans

trans - 0.0567
= 7.637 (clays3 (A.A.2o)

For the falling conversion policy, Eqs. (A.A.4) and (A.A.8)

combine to give

A--iv 0.la

On integration with a=atrans = 0.567 at t=ttrans= 7.637

a = 0.567 exp r-O.1(t_7.637)) (A.A.22)

This then determines the tinie for the operational phase.

Thus from Eqs. (A.A.17) and (A.A.22)

top = 7.637 + 10 ln 15.L [days (A.A.23)

Optimal temperature progression: For the constant

conversion policy Eqs. (A.A.3) and (A.A.15) combine to

give

(a) =
- 2 + log (O.176a) (A.A.2L)(1-x ) a

2+log Ao

o

(A.A.21)



Further combining with Eq. (A.A.19) then gives

=
2 + log (O.176(1-0.0567t))

90

(A.A.25)

Finally, Fig. A.2 graphically illustrates all these

features of the optimum production cycle.

In problems where simple mathematical expressions are

not obtained one should use numerical or graphical

procedures.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF THE CONVERSION-TIME EXPRESSIONS FOR

THE CRACKLING CORE MODEL FOR

SPHERICAL PELLET-SPHERICAL GRAIN

Referring to the second form of the propagation stage

of Fig. 11.2 let us define the following dimensionless

radii:

rpfor any position on the pellet

for the virgin core boundary

= for the product layer boundary

The expression for the overall conversion of the pellet,

Eq. (11.18), then takes on different forms for each

different stage of the progression. Thus

For the initiation stage:

= (A. B.1)

For the first form of the propagation stage:

HX = (A. B.2)



For the second form of the propagation stage:

3 (i-X1. £t - r3 (A.B.3)

For the termination stage:

= (A.B.4)

The virgin core boundary at anytime is already given

by Eq. (11.13). Thus on combining Eqs. (11.10) and (11.13)

we have

t
_'c. (A.B.5)

Performing the integrations in Eqs. (A.B.1)_(A.B.L.) is

often not straightforward and we find it more convenient

to change the variable of integration. Thus if we define

= = - cp)] (A.B.6)

Eqs. (11.16) and (11.17) become for reaction control in

grains

93

(A.B.7a)



and for ash diffusion control in grain

t(p) = 1-3
PC.

Solving Eq. (11.15) for and combining with Eq. (11.10)

gives

3
(A.B.7'o)

Taking differentials at any given time then gives for

reaction control in grain

df - (A. B.lOa)

and for ash diffusion control in grain

cf = - r-ri (A. B.lOb)
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(A.B.9b)

D 1jt: Jig- (e)
(A.B.8)

Substituting Eqs. (A.B.7) in Eq. (A.B.8) we have for

reaction control in grain

0 = (A . B. 9a)

and for ash diffusion control in grain
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Substituting Eqs. (A.B.6), (A.B.9), (A.B.1O) in each of th

the integrals and performing the integration with respect

to then gives for reaction control in grain

5PZ

and for ash diffusion control in grain

3 [(i-c'-W
ftNXIXf f9+
+ (()z(22_

where the transformed limits of integration and

can readily be obtained by solving Eq. (A.B.7) for

Thus for reaction control in grain

cr)=l (P)

T

(A. B. lib)

and for ash diffusion control in grain

c'1).=
e.os

)

Substituting in the above expressions the fractional age

1-L). LL(L
(A) (A.B.ila)

(A.B. 12a)

(A.B . 12b)



of grains at various boundaries then gives the following

limits of integration: For reaction control in grain

___ =
d 'T

(-u)'t

(o) t-- -1- 1HA'
0

= 1

For ash diffusion control in grain

5k41T

1.2 it
t)3)0

Finally combining Eqs. (A.B.1-4), (A.B.5) and (A.B.11)

with a proper set of integration limits of Eq. (A.B.13)

gives the conversion-time expressions of the text.
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(A. B. 13a

(A. B. 1 3b)

(A. B. 13c)

(A.B.1d)

(A. B.lJe)

(A . B. 13f

(A. B. 13g)

(A. B. 13h)



APPENDIX C. CONVERSION-TIME EXPRESSIONS FOR VARIOUS PELLET-GRAIN SHAPES

FOR THE CRACKLING CORE MODEL, FRACTION UNCONVERTED 1 - X.

Plane pellet-plane grain

reaction control in grain:

P1

P2

T

I j)(c t- a
t ±2(l)) L(' (L-

1c 1(j_t f1 2

Z(k) L' 't / -

(1L± (fXj.)
21.)

(

diffusion control in grain:

I 'I Wr) LA) L1\ 'I L
jt.a I



P1

P2 : (
.._Lt. + (HX)(HA))

3tA)

T 2(I-XXI-to) F_L( J-½- ' _if*YT
(A) l2-iA)I I-(A)

Plane pellet-cylindrical grain

reaction control in grain:

( t\ f->:
3t(I)iL

2(-Z)(I-L'))Sj..j _1( t/T \+'3(
/T 3

(A) 121-tA) 3\ 1-iA) I

I- ri1 *\3_
(A)3tA)(1-lT1 -

( _L± \-- (t-Xc)U-LA))
3tA

(i t\3
'SI tI

)3

:i

p3J

P1

P2



diffusion control in grain:

I : no analytic expression

P1 : no analytic expression

P2 : (i-X1Xg-cZ)
4w

T no analytic expression

Plane pellet-spherical grain

reaction control in grain:

Jt\±(l-) 4(i-)

r,1_t4()31 j
+ (1-Xi-)

\ c/ 4w

)43P1

P2



diffusion control in grain:

I()(I r±u'_ 1S' j2

(A)
2J

(I- 1± +
I L'r/ 53

2(I-KXI-to) 1-I-q I qS 1°
LA) L21 suJj0

Cylindrical pellet-plane grain

reaction control in grain:

L±\2. 2ci-x)StI t02((-ia) 00

1)Q

4L4U-L3)
"

P1

P2

P



P1

P2

P

P1

P2

T

2(I-X
I-oU-ca) 2 ' 'nt' vt-'

(1__L..t )'4 .U-X1 XR) rd.12

l-)Q
3.o(I-t) " 't-

diffusion control in grain:

) -
:

(t-ii)J

(j - 4t .1 (i-X

4(t-(-t) 1('-Xk4) (NXk-
(1-

)a (I_)(c:.u) f(1) -i ((tA)]

4( (-))U-t){
'-4 X-k

;43 2) - (t-La)(-k J5- *

43)Jt

4+. 3)] Il



Cylindrical pellet-cylindrical grain

reaction control in grain:

P1

T

(1)a

diffusion control in grain:

I : no analytic expression

P1 : no analytic expression

P2 : no analytic expression

{j'-)'4) (14a-)J [U- - (l-- J

)+

P2 (1-
+



T no analytic expression

Cylindrical pellet-spherical grain

reaction control in grain:

(i-- )s- :1
C4U(A) {*0-4 )[O-c4))- (I_t44)J{ (t-c4. (l-4 -

ç;:y3 1*(14)[0 )_(ka-)4} [(i4 )5-U- L)- fI)J

(i-+ (I-XXI-t)r1(gt\ 3
3 14-V

I

,1j; \S
I

diffusion control in grain:

(iL± 4OXR) I (1t VJq1 q3)$ L' t12d So
V2k5d &d '/d

1

P1

P2

T



P1

P2

4(I-XXi-to)p :

LA)

Spherical pellet-plane grain

reaction control in grain:

4{('-x4 *) (-uX

fXe - ,

4tck) \' F1

(ii_ t \2. 4((-)-t) r_L - JLG.w)\ (AVJ
(A)

I lo ' -c' i8

('-X-
q

('4)l[2(
(h ){(k)3-U- _j+f()'-(ta-.itJj

(I- t)-*)i - ( t4 ){(I4)-(Iw4)J+4 {(' )t(1.w 4YTJ

+ 3O-xXk [t(f )1.2
((-X1-$ )#2j:(I-tYj

0

P1

P2

T



diffusion control in grain:

I

P1

P2

(l--- )'
' (i-' Xk)

cFXI-) [gil
(1- Lt3" (-Xt-') [(i-

t.433

[Z1(j)}1
I-ti)

-11 iI'
I- y I-")

)- (iX'4 )-.

(1

)3

t3(L h- (I- kf[(i-t_(jt4
)3J-

(t4){(c)t (1- -.)41fU-tf-.((- (4)- :fjj

P1 :

G
$ [(i i--jJ- (t){(14) (i-5j+ {(if-(i--4flJ

P2 (i-)+-- UYiX1t) E+(14'- (i-Yi4)+ -(-J

T :
((XXi'i)

o

Spherical pellet-cylindrical grain

reaction control in grain:



T i-'x;

'C.

diffusion control in grain:

I no analytic expression

P1 : no analytic expression

P2 no analytic expression

T : no analytic expression

Spherical pellet-spherical grain

reaction control in grain

(i-a)3
3()3 T)J



where

diffusion control in grain:

(f-X1-A) r )1' 4)'U-1 i. 4jj1

;; (i-XX1-t) i 1

(AY
LL2j)-J0

? (i-XXI-t)rji± \.ag3(
V Ls'I '-Cl 14-'

( t-x )U) r 1°
L

X1-4)-t
((4))1j

P1 {(t)[o- )t(jj -(i-$)[O-f-(i--j +[(:)(i )Jj

P2 (i-Y (-i) [(J-$)4(1Xk.) +-U-t)2j

T (I
.2o1(I-tL) 'U-

P1

P2



z;c)= (H; )l(*_2) + (1-L)(14 .

I 2tJ..u7 5u6+Lu_ 4sd

2 S
3

c_15
3

uc' [()'i) o
1it

sô8rid= (
+

1- (i('- 1)q 310 18q)

y = dummy variable


